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Abstract 
This paper attempts to relate lifelong learning with the understanding of an aboriginal community in Malaysia with specific focus 
on building a dictionary of one aboriginal language.  Obviously, a combination of field research and knowledge of compiling a 
dictionary provide a method toward useful insights into an aboriginal people’s language.  In addition to the language of the 
aboriginal people, we are exposed to their intellectual, economic, social, and personal contexts from which their language and 
values arise.  Therefore, this compilation is a two-way learning: on the one hand, new information is disclosed in the process of 
fieldwork gathering; and on the other, new insights about aboriginal world views are revealed.   
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1. Introduction 
Lifelong learning is a natural and ongoing process. It provides a platform for human beings to continuously gain 
knowledge while simultaneously interacting with both the social and physical environments.  The traditional 
learning that is confined to pen, blackboard, paper and brick and mortar building needs to be revised. In lifelong 
learning, creativity and innovation have become essential keywords in gaining more knowledge about particular 
groups of people around us. “Aborigine” refers to one of these groups of people. Stigmas attached to aborigines such 
as “backward” and “underdeveloped” have deprived aboriginal peoples of necessary attention.  As a consequence of 
the lack of attention to their needs, indigenous people started to drift away from the mainstream taking with them 
their languages into oblivion.  This lack of appropriate attention to aboriginal people will add to the growing 
numbers of language death.  One creative way in slowing down or reversing the process of language death is to 
document languages in the form of a dictionary (Ogilvie 2011). Considine in his book titled Dictionaries of Early 
Modern Europe: Lexicography and the Making of Heritage reviewed by Dolezal (2012), points out that besides its 
pragmatics uses, a dictionary serves as a window into a people especially when we read in a cultural and broadly 
literary context. In this case from the perspective of heritage, we are led to read beyond the pages of dictionaries by 
looking within the intellectual, economic, social, and personal contexts from which language arises. Considine’s 
view fits well with the aims of the lifelong learning philosophy. The dictionary will serve as a source of learning for 
aboriginal people.  
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This paper focuses on the Mendriq Negrito, a people with the least number of members within its population 
among other Negritos as compared to the Jahai and Bateq (Department of Aborigine Affairs 2004). The Mendriq are 
considered one of a sub-group of aboriginal peoples who may potentially become extinct due to mixed marriage 
with another aboriginal tribe, the Senoi comprised of sub-groups known as Semai and Temiar. Apparently, Semai 
and Temiar groups outnumber the Mendriq. Children of the Mendriq are more comfortable to be known as Semai or 
Temiar rather than Mendriq.  Thus a documentation of this aboriginal group is vital in ensuring that the existence of 
these people is acknowledged and maintained.  
 
2. Literature Review 
As mentioned earlier, the dictionary is an important source in gaining knowledge. The use of a dictionary 
interacts with the philosophy of lifelong learning. Sahlberg (2009) stresses that in lifelong learning, opportunities are 
always there for us to know more about things around us. This ongoing process becomes a platform for us to explore 
with a creative and innovative mind. In doing so, people become more sensitive and open to new ideas; are able to 
solve problems using alternative approaches and techniques; are more attracted to explore and discover things for 
themselves; become more willing and able to cooperate with others and finally, to become  better learners.               
Corris et.al (2004), and Ogilve (2011) have proven that languages of indigenous peoples are worth researching. 
These two researchers agree that linguists have an important role in preserving languages of indigenous peoples for 
future study or revival. Nevertheless, before approaching a group of people, a linguist has to be prepared in order to 
be able to fulfill his or her aims. In the case of compiling a dictionary, a linguist has to equip him or herself with the 
basic knowledge of lexicography (making of dictionary) and lexicology (dictionary research).  Hartmann (2001) 
stresses that the art of making a dictionary does not exist in a vacuum but is produced and used in contexts that can 
vary considerably across space and over time. Linguistic elements in building up a dictionary are vital in addition to 
knowledge about the aboriginal group to be researched. Nor Hashimah (2001) and Zaiton and Nor Hashimah (2007) 
have attested to the importance of semantics in defining words. In fact the role of semantics is more crucial when it 
comes to compound words. In Malay, compound words can act as phrases and metaphor as well. For instance, ‘ibu 
ayam’ as a phrase refers to ‘mother hen’ while ‘ibu ayam’ as a metaphor refers to ‘pimp.’ Hence, linguistic 
knowledge can further assist us in building up a good dictionary. 
In making the lifelong learning process much more interesting, the combination of comprehension in dictionary, 
information about the particular group of aboriginal people and familiarity with field research further enhances our 
creativity and innovation in understanding the people. Even though the time span for research and analysis will be 
long, the results will not only be confined to wordlists but will reflect the culture and beliefs of the particular 
aboriginal people. 
   
3. Methodology 
A well planned methodology is essential in making the journey of knowledge interesting. The field research that 
seeks patience in meeting the aborigine and the technique of gathering data is a painstaking process. It takes years to 
be fully acquainted with a group of aboriginal people. Several visits will help to break the ice between researchers 
and the aborigines. Once a relationship is established between the two, the task will become easier. In addition to a 
basic understanding of dictionary compilation, researchers need to have an idea as to who are the members of the 
targeted group. Mendriq Negrito people live in the eastern part of Malaysia. They are hunters and live within their 
own community. They are taken care of by the Jabatan Hal Ehwal Orang Asli (Department of Aborigine) and no 
longer live in the deep forest. They are given a proper housing scheme and other basic facilities such as schools, 
clinics and other amenities.  They live a very simple life. Obviously, their lives are quite different from the Malays. 
Their appearance, language and culture are not similar to Malays. These dissimilarities have created a gap between 
aborigines and Malays. 
The very first visit with a group of aboriginal people is to get a general picture of the tribe serving as a pilot 
survey of the whole learning process. The researchers’ presence must be made known to the tribe leader. The 
researchers’ interest in documenting their language in order to create a dictionary must be made clear. Thus, an 
appropriate approach can eliminate many problems and can elevate and enlighten a research  process toward 
understanding the subjects. 
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The next step is to record the language. Since the population is minimal, the number of respondents is very 
limited. Therefore, the respondents should be well distributed from all variables such as age, gender, education and 
social rank. Their cooperation improves from day to day until finally the target set is achieved. In lifelong learning, 
using various sources toward better understanding aboriginal peoples is advisable. Schools and the Department of 
Aborigine are considered reliable sources. The information provided is valuable and serves as additional and 
essential inputs toward appreciating the aborigine.  
4. Findings and Discussion    
 
There are two reasons for the dictionary compilation of the Mendriq language. First, a dictionary serves as a 
window toward recognizing the Mendriq. Secondly, a dictionary becomes a stepping-stone to further exploring the 
Mendriq people’s language itself. The following discussion will focus more on the language, as more time is needed 
to comprehend the mind of Mendriq people.  
From the data collected, a few aspects of Mendriq language have been identified. One of these aspects is the 
basic words and the custom words used by the Mendriq. Obviously, Mendriq lexicons are used to describe their 
everyday life activity and routine work. Besides hunting, they collect various foods from their surroundings for daily 
consumption and livelihood. The Mendriq grow crops and encounter animals and insects. All these are part of the 
Mendriq ecological system. Therefore, basic words reflect their life.  The wordlists in Figure 1 below shows a few 
names of daily instruments, foods and animals that are common to this particular group of Mendriq people.  
 
Mendriq Malay/English Mendriq Malay/English Mendriq Malay/English 
Gadang  
/i○ 
bakul (basket)  
gadang ton tuk 
boh beras   (basket 
to keep rice) 
  gel silak 
  /g	l sila/  
 
 
     
 
Keledek (sweet 
patato). 
gel silak 
enchin sedap ba 
chik (sweet patato 
is delicious) 
 
daring: /dari/ 
 
  
 
  
 
anai – anai 
(termite)  
yek hayak rusak 
cik daring (my 
house has rotten 
eaten by termites) 
Os  Api (fire)  Hanyak 
ton baker os   (The 
house is on fire). 
Mestor /m	str/  
 
 
     
  
 
Manggis 
(mangoesteen)  
Babok sukak  chik  
mestor (sister likes 
to eat 
mangoesteen) 
kuwei /kuwej/ 
      
  
 
Lebah (bees) 
ton aluwai kebek 
talang wek som 
kuwei 
(there are bees on 
Talang tree) 
Renghong 
// 
Arang (charcoal) 
Bek chitoh ba 
dapur renchong   
(mother is cooking 
using charcoal) 
luk tun  /lu tun/  
 
 
          
 
Bendi (okra) 
chitoh pedas 
sedap ba chik.   
(okra cooked in 
hot gravy is tasty) 
Jelewo /dj	lewo/ 
  
   
 
Monyet (monkey).   
jelewo kom ba 
kebek tangoi 
(many monkeys 
on rambutan tree) 
 
Figure 1: Sample of Mendriq Basic Words 
Similarly, the Mendriq have their own terms for kinship. Figure 2 below shows the family tree of the Mendriq. It 
shows that they have a close relationship among family members. The terms are used frequently in daily 
conversation. The people use don for ‘great grandparents’, tak for ‘grandfather’ and uute for ‘grandmother’. Eli 
refers to ‘father’ and bek refers to ‘mother’. Both ‘elder brother’ and ‘younger brother’ are known as kenn. And both  
‘elder sister’ and ‘younger sister’ are called toii. Among siblings the Mendriq use pak for ‘brother’, beg for ‘sister’ 
and beri for ‘younger sibling’. Whereas babuk is ‘daughter’ and temkal is ‘son’.  
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Figure 2: Mendriq Family Tree 
 
Another interesting aspect is loanwords. The influence of the Malay language is clearly shown in the custom words 
and morphology especially the affixes. For example, the Mendriq people use standard Malay words like sugar, salt, 
coffee, pillow, mat, shoes and many more. These words have crept in together with the Malay culture as a result of 
frequent contact of Mendriq people with Malay neighbors. The influence of mass media such as television and radio 
has also expedited the use of loanwords and hence has enriched their vocabulary.   
Harishon et.al (2012) has listed Mendriq words with the Malay prefix as shown in Figure 3 below. Note that the 
Malay prefixes are well assimilated with Mendriq words and the prefixes have the same function as the Malay 
language.  
 
Word Stem Derived Form (+beR) Word Stem 
 
Derived Form (+teR) 
enabok   ‘clothes’ berenabok am       ‘drink’ Teram 
halak      ‘house’ berhalak tek       ‘sleep’ Tertek 
halei       ‘farm’ berhalei pedah   ‘near’ Terpedah 
yap         ‘blood’ Beryap aben     ‘beautiful’ Teraben 
 
Figure 3: Prefixes in Mendriq 
The prefix beR- in Malay denotes a possessive meaning. The same usage applies to Mendriq. For example, the stem 
enabok (clothes) with the prefix beR- derived as berenabok means ‘I have clothes’. Berhalak derived from halak 
(house) means ‘I have a house’.  Unlike the prefix beR-, teR- has two meanings. First it refers to an unintentional act 
and second, is superlative. In teram and tertek both derived words carry a meaning of an unintentional act. As for 
the words terpeda and teraben, both words have superlative meanings. Terpedah means closest while teraben means 
the most beautiful.  
We can note a different case for the prefix se- in Mendriq. The prefix se- in Malay can mean ‘one’ or ‘single’ as 
in ‘Saya ada sebuah rumah’ (I have one house). The prefix ‘se’ is a collective as in ‘Kami tinggal serumah’ (We 
live in the same house). And the prefix se- serves as equivalence as in ‘Dia secantik Siti’ (She is as pretty as Siti).  
Unlike Malays, the Mendriq  use the prefix se- as one and is confined to classifier only. In Malay, classifier is given 
to noun depending on its category. Malays use classifiers such as biji for fruits, buah for objects and ekor for 
animals. So, we can have ‘Lima biji buah limau’ (Five oranges), ‘Tiga buah kereta’ (three cars) and ‘Satu ekor 
Don + Don 
Moyang + Moyang 
Tak + Uute 
Datuk + Nenek 
Eii + Bek 
Ayah + Emak 
Kenn + Toii 
Pak Cik + Mak Cik 
Kenn + Toii 
Pak Cik + Mak Cik 
Babuk 
Anak perempuan 
Pak (Abang) 
Beg (Kakak) 
 Beri (Adik)  
Temkal 
Anak lelaki 
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burung’ (one bird). But the Mendriq language restricts the meaning of se- to refer to one or a single item. Figure 4 
shows the details. 
   
 
 
  
   
Figure 4: Prefix se- as classifier 
5. Conclusion 
The linguistic aspects of Mendriq as described above are just a small part of the people’s language. Many more 
need to be explored over time suiting the idea of lifelong learning. There is no time limit in gaining knowledge. The 
more we explore the better the understanding will be. The data collected so far from this aboriginal community is 
sufficient to compile a basic dictionary of Mendriq. Over time as our comprehension about the Mendriq people 
progresses, more information can be added to the dictionary so that a comprehensive dictionary can be produced. At 
this point, current information on Mendriq people encompasses not only their language, but their intellectual, 
economic, social, and cultural lives as well.  In sum, lifelong learning in this context benefits the two parties with 
two advantages: First, the documentation of Mendriq language on behalf of the Mendriq people and second, 
learners’ awareness of aboriginal people as part of Malaysia’s and the world’s population. 
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Word Stem Derived Form (+se-) Meaning 
Netmet   ‘biji’ Senetmet One fruit 
Kebek    ‘buah’  Sekebek One object 
     Nei         ‘ekor’ senei   One animal 
